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Legalbrief Today
Thursday, 3 May 2007
http://www.legalbrief.co.za/article.php?story=20070503082412777
Date of Taylor trial announced
Published in: Legalbrief Today
Date: Thu 03 May 2007
Category: Criminal
Issue No: 1816

Acting Registrar Herman von Hebel, of the UN backed Special Court for Sierra Leone, says former
President Charles Taylor's war crimes trial is expected to start on June 4 at The Hague at the premises
of the International Criminal Court (ICC).
Although the ICC is to be used, he says in a report in the Concord Times, Taylor will remain within
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, and the proceedings will conform with
its own. ‘
Full Concord Times report
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary 02 May 2007
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

International Clips on Liberia

Mano River Union Leaders End Meeting

Monrovia, May 02, 2007 (Liberia Government/All Africa Global Media via COMTEX) --The
Heads of the State of the Mano River Union Monday concluded their summit in Conakry,
Guinea geared towards fostering peace and cooperation within the Union. The Chairperson of
the Heads of State of the Union, Liberian President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, announced that
following lengthy closed door deliberations with Guinean President Lansana Conte, Sierra
Leonean President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah, Ivorian President Laurent Gbagbo and Guinean
Prime Minister Lansana Kouyate, key decisions had been taken.
AP May 01, 2007

Liberia Restarts Diamond Industry
MONROVIA, Liberia_Liberia's president formally opened 10 diamond screening and
evaluation offices across the country on Tuesday, marking the first step toward restarting
the industry following the end of a six-year ban by the United Nations. The ban on Liberian
diamonds, imposed in 2001 when so-called "blood diamonds" were being used to fuel civil
wars in West Africa, was lifted by the United Nations three days ago.
Reuters 05/01/2007 04:56 PM

Liberia re-launches diamond trade after embargo ends
By Alphonso Toweh

Liberia re-launched its diamond trade on Tuesday after the United Nations lifted an embargo,
hoping the revival of the industry will fund reconstruction rather than lead to more
bloodshed. Trade in rough diamonds from river beds and mud pits in Liberia and neighboring
Sierra Leone was a major factor in intertwined civil wars that killed a quarter of a million
people in this corner of West Africa during the 1990s.

International Clips on West Africa
There were no relevant stories on West Africa in the international media today.
Local Media – Newspaper

Taylor’s Pre-trial Conference Takes Place May 7
(The Informer and National Chronicle)

•

According to the Special Court for Sierra Leone, ahead of the start of the trial on 4
June, in The Hague, of former President Charles Taylor, a pre-trial conference of the
former Liberian leader will take place on Monday 7 May at the International Criminal
Court there.

UNMIL Sector Gets new Nigerian Commander
(The Informer and National Chronicle)
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•

A release from Sector 1 of UNMIL said that Brigadier General Olayemi Lasisi Abidoye
of the Nigerian Army has been appointed Commander of that Sector and has already
taken up his post in Monrovia.

Force Commander Advises Skill Trainees to be Independent
(The Informer and Heritage)

•

An UNMIL statement quoting Force Commander Lieutenant-General Chikadibia
Obiakor admonished graduates of a skills training programme organized by the
Pakistani Battalion to take advantage of the programme to acquire skills which would
make them self-reliance. The Force Commander’s remarks came when he toured the
Battalion’s projects in parts of Bomi and Gbarpolu Counties.

Government Commits to Kimberley Process
(The Inquirer, Daily Observer and Heritage)

•
•
•
•

Speaking yesterday at the symbolic opening of national diamond centers in
Tubmanburg, Bomi County, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf said that the Government
will ensure that Liberian diamonds are never used again to fuel war in any country.
President Sirleaf noted that the Government would ensure that the Country’s
resources are used for the benefit of citizens particularly in areas the resources are
extracted from.
She said though there are still more requirements to be met before the export of
Liberia diamonds, government would remain consistent in complying with the
Kimberly regulations to allow the nation and its people benefit from their resources.
She praised the United States geological survey, UNMIL and the Lands, Mines and
Energy Ministry for their technical support that led to the lifting of United Nations
sanctions on Liberian diamonds. The U.N. Security council will review the Liberian
Diamond sanctions within 90 days.

UNDP Donates Internet Equipment to TRC
(The Informer)

•
•

The United Nations Development Programme yesterday donated internet technology
equipment valued at over US$29.000 to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC).
The Officer-in-Charge of UNDP, Dr. Kamil Kamaluddeen, hoped that the equipment
would enhance the work of the TRC by providing access to information on truth
commission activities in other parts of the world and also help in the storage of vital
data collected from the statement taking process.

Justice Ministry to Deploy More Police at Firestone
(Public Agenda)

•

In an interview, Justice Minister, Cllr. Frances Johnson-Morris said the Ministry is
seeking the deployment of additional police officers at the “troubled” Firestone Rubber
Plantation following complaints by the Management of continued insecurity at the
Plantation.

Lawmakers Oppose Independent Screening of Support-Staff
(The news)

•

The House of Representatives yesterday voted against the hiring of an independent
institution to conduct rightsizing and downsizing activities of its support-staff and
constituted a Special Committee to review the list of employees of the
House. Meanwhile, Montserrado County Representative, Dusty Wolokollie has
resigned as Chairman of the Special Committee, stating that the House lacked the
expertise to implement such an exercise.
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Local Media – Radio Veritas (News monitored today at 9:45 am)

Civil Servants Issue Ultimatum
• In a release issued in Monrovia yesterday, the Executive Committee of the Civil
Servants Association has given the Liberian Government 72 hours to disburse the 9
million Liberian dollars approved for civil servants in the current fiscal budget.
• The Association threatened to embark on an “offensive strike action” at the end of the
ultimatum claiming that the Government denied them job protection, retirement
benefits and their budgetary allotment.
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

President Says Government Committed to Kimberley Process
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

UNDP Donates Internet Equipment to TRC
(Also reported on ELBS and Star Radio)

Star Radio (News culled today from website at 8:35 am)
Justice Ministry to Deploy More Police at Firestone
Lawmakers Oppose Independent Screening of its Workforce

Complete versions of the UNMIL International Press Clips, UNMIL Daily Liberian Radio Summary and
UNMIL Liberian Newspapers Summary are posted each day on the UNMIL Bulletin Board. If you are
unable to access the UNMIL Bulletin Board or would like further information on the content of the
summaries, please contact Mr. Weah Karpeh at karpeh@un.org.
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BBC
Wednesday, 2 May 2007
ICC issues Darfur arrest warrants
The International Criminal Court has issued arrest warrants
for a Sudanese minister and a militia leader suspected of
war crimes in the Darfur region.
Humanitarian Affairs Minister Ahmed Haroun and Janjaweed
leader Ali Muhammad Ali Abd al-Rahman, also called Ali
Kushayb, are wanted on 51 counts.
Sudan says the ICC has no jurisdiction to try Sudanese and
that its own courts are capable of prosecuting suspects.

Ahmed Haroun was responsible for
Darfur in 2003 and 2004

Some 200,000 people have died in the four-year Darfur conflict, says the UN.
Mr Haroun was a minister responsible for the Darfur
portfolio in 2003 and 2004.
According to the ICC he was responsible for organising and
funding the Arab militia known as the Janjaweed.

The government of the
Sudan has a legal duty to
arrest Ahmed Haroun and Ali
Kushayb
ICC's Luis Moreno-Ocampo

Ali Kushayb is accused of ordering the murder, torture and mass rape of innocent civilians
during attacks on villages near Kodoom, Bindisi Mukjar and Arawala in west Darfur.
Rhetoric
"We completed an investigation under very difficult circumstances, from outside Darfur,
and without exposing any of our witnesses," ICC prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo said in a
statement, AFP news agency reports.
"We transformed their stories into evidence,
and now the judges have confirmed the
strength of that evidence."
He said the Sudanese government had a legal
duty to arrest the men.
In February, they were named by the ICC as
suspects in a total of 51 counts of war crimes
and crimes against humanity including the
murder, rape, torture and persecution of
civilians in Darfur.
Correspondents say the ICC moves have
transformed a long-running disagreement with
Khartoum into a head-on collision.
Mr Haroun has said the move against him was
political and that he had a clear conscience.

SUSPECTS' PROFILES

Ahmed Haroun
- In charge of Darfur in 2003 and 2004 as
deputy interior minister
- ICC says his work included recruiting, funding
and personally arming Janjaweed militia
- Quoted as saying that he had been given the
authority to either kill or forgive in Darfur for the
sake of peace and security
- As humanitarian affairs minister he oversees
Darfur's 2m refugees
- Aid agencies accuse of him of hindering their
efforts to access the displaced
Ali Kushayb
- Known as "colonel of colonels"
- Commanded thousands of Janjaweed in mid2003
- Allegedly promoted and witnessed rape and
torture as part of the war strategy
- The government say he has been in detention
since November for Darfur attacks
- But witnesses told AP that he has been
travelling in Darfur under police protection

Mr Kushayb is thought to already be in the
custody of the Sudanese government for attacks committed in Darfur, but Mr Moreno-
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Ocampo has said his evidence relates to different incidents.
Sudan has said it is capable of trying alleged war criminals without any help from the ICC.
Sudan has complained that the ICC has not indicted any Darfur rebels who it says are also
guilty of murderous attacks.
It rejects the ICC's jurisdiction over its nationals and says it will not allow anybody,
including rebels, to be tried outside Sudan.
The BBC's Geraldine Coughlan in the Hague says in the light of the court's decision,
Sudan, despite its rhetoric, is now obliged to co-operate in handing these first two named
suspects over to the ICC.
More than 2m civilians have fled their homes in Darfur, with most now staying in insecure
camps supported by humanitarian agencies, who complain of frequent harassment from
the Sudanese authorities.
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International Criminal Court
Wednesday, 2 May 2007
Press Release
Warrants of Arrest for the Minister of State for Humanitarian Affairs of Sudan, and a
leader of the Militia/Janjaweed
ICC-20070502-214-En
Situation: Darfur (Sudan)
Case: The Prosecutor v. Ahmad Muhammad Harun ("Ahmad Harun") and Ali Muhammad
Al Abd-Al-Rahman ("Ali Kushayb")
On 2 May 2007, Pre-Trial Chamber I issued warrants of arrest for crimes against humanity and
war crimes for Ahmad Muhammad Harun, former Minister of State for the Interior of the
Government of Sudan and currently Minister of State for Humanitarian Affairs, and Ali
Muhammad Al Abd-Al-Rahman ("Ali Kushayb"), a leader of the Militia/Janjaweed.
Having examined the request and evidence submitted by the Prosecutor, the Chamber concluded
that “there are reasonable grounds to believe that Ahmad Harun, by virtue of his position, had
knowledge of the crimes committed against the civilian population and of the methods used by
the Militia/Janjaweed; and that in his public speeches Ahmad Harun not only demonstrated that
he knew that the Militia/Janjaweed were attacking civilians and pillaging towns and villages, but
also personally encouraging the commission of such illegal acts.”
Also the Chamber concluded that there are reasonable grounds to believe that Ali Kushayb, leader
of the Militia/Janjaweed in the Wadi Salih enlisted fighters, armed, funded and provided supplies
to the Militia /Janjaweed under his command thereby intentionally contributing to the
commissions of the crimes. He personally participated in some of the attacks against civilians.
The Chamber considers that there are reasonable grounds to believe that these persons will not
voluntarily present themselves before the Court. Therefore, in order to meet the requirements of
the Rome Statute the Chamber has decided to issue warrants of arrest.
The Chamber ordered the Registrar to prepare two requests for co-operation seeking the arrest
and surrender of Ahmad Harun and Ali Kushayb and containing the relevant information and
documents; and to transmit such requests to the competent Sudanese authorities in accordance
with rule 176(2) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence. All States Parties to the Rome Statute
will also receive the information as well as all United Nations Security Council members that are
not States Parties to the Rome Statute; and to Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia and Libya.
BACKGROUND
According to the findings of the Chamber, an armed conflict took place between the Government
of Sudan including combatants from the Sudan People’s Armed Forces (“the Sudanese Armed
Forces”) and the Popular Defence Force (the “PDF”) along with the Militia/Janjaweed against
organised rebel groups, including the Sudanese Liberation Movement/Army (SLM/A) and the
Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) in Darfur, Sudan.
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It is alleged that the Sudanese Armed Forces and the Militia/Janjaweed, acting together as part of
the counter-insurgency campaign, carried out several attacks on the towns of Kodoom, Bindisi,
Mukjar, Arawala and surrounding areas in 2003 and 2004. In the above mentioned towns criminal
acts were committed against civilians primarily from the Fur, Zaghawa and Masalit populations.
Ahmad Harun served from 2003 to 2005 as Minister of the State for the Interior of the
Government of Sudan and he was in charge of the management of the “Darfur Security desk”
thereby co-ordinating the different bodies of the Government involved in the counter-insurgency,
including the Police, the Armed Forces, the National Security and Intelligence Service and the
Militia/Janjaweed.
Ali Kushayb was one of the most senior leaders in the Militia/Janjaweed and member of the PDF.
He was perceived as the “mediator” between the leaders of the Militia/Janjaweed and the
Government of Sudan.
The Counts
The warrant of arrest for Ahmad Muhammad Harun lists 42 counts on the basis of his individual
criminal responsibility (articles 25(3)(b) and 25(3)(d) of the Rome Statute) including:
•

•

Twenty counts of crimes against humanity (murder – articles 7(1)(a) and 25(3)(d);
persecution – articles 7(1)(h) and 25(3)(d); forcible transfer of population – articles
7(1)(d) and 25(3)(d); rape – articles 7(1)(g) and 25(3)(d); inhumane acts – articles 7(1)(k)
and 25(3)(d)); imprisonment or severe deprivation of liberty – articles 7(1)(e) and
25(3)(d); and torture – articles 7(1)(f)) and 25(3)(d); and
Twenty-two counts of war crimes (murder – articles 8(2)(c)(i) and 25(3)(d); attacks
against the civilian population – articles 8(2)(e)(i) and 25(3)(d); destruction of property –
articles 8(2)(e)(xii) and 25(3)(d); rape – articles 8(2)(e)(vi) and 25(3)(d); pillaging
(articles 8(2)(e)(v) and 25(3)(d); and outrage upon personal dignity – articles 8(2)(c)(ii)
and 25(3)(d)).

The warrant of arrest for Ali Kushayb lists 50 counts on the basis of his individual criminal
responsibility (article 25(3)(a) and 25 (3)(d) of the Rome Statute) including:
•

•

Twenty-two counts of crimes against humanity (murder - article 7(1)(a); deportation or
forcible transfer of population - article 7(1)(d); imprisonment or other severe deprivation
of physical liberty in violation of fundamental rules of international law - article 7(1)(e);
tortures - article 7(1)(f); persecution - article 7(1)(h); inhumane acts of inflicting serious
bodily injury and suffering - article 7(1)(k)).
Twenty-eight counts of war crimes (violence to life and person - article 8(2)(c)(i); outrage
upon personal dignity in particular humiliating and degrading treatment - article 8(2)(
c)(ii); intentionally directing an attack against a civilian population - article 8(2)(e)(i);
pillaging - article 8(2)(e)(v); rape - article 8(2)(e)(vi); destroying or seizing the property –
article 8(2)(e)(xii)).

